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RADIO DANTE HISTORY
Radio Dante started to be broadcast on 3rd March 2012, founded by Director Dr.
Giulia Portuese-Williams of the European Cultural Centre La Dante in Cambridge.

main objective of La Dante is the dissemination of European languages and
cultures, in particular Italian, Spanish and English.
The

In 8 years, we have produced more than 100 radio programmes, trained 60 interns in
radio

broadcasting

and

marketing,

built

collaborations

with

Colleges

and

Universities all over Europe and with La Dante Alighieri Society's 500 offices around
the world.

OUR MISSION
To

offer

encourage

cultural

radio

knowledge

and

OUR VISION

programme,
empathy

to

among

To

become

the

cultural

radio

reference

in

Europe

different European cultures.

TRILINGUAL PODCASTS
Radio Dante broadcasts every two weeks with half an hour in English and half an hour in Spanish or Italian on
Cambridge 105 radio. We also publish our podcasts on Radio Dante's website, on La Dante in Cambridge's
website, on Spotify , on our Facebook account and on other social media.
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THEMES
We cover cultural themes on our radio programmes:

SOCIAL NEWS
Given our international group of broadcasters, we offer different perspectives
on current issues of international interest. Click on the links to listen to our
programmes.

Events and Coronavirus (ENG-SPA) 07.20
The impact of Brexit (ENG-ITA) 09.07.16
Migrant Writers (ENG-ITA) 14.11.15

MUSIC
We broadcast from classical to pop music. Moreover, we
interview

professional

musicians

who

speak

about

their

music, their artistic journey.

Viaggio nella musica di Gianmario Strappati (ENG-ITA)
08.20
Spanish music at the Eurovision Festival (ENG-SPA) 11.19
Favius

Constable

&

Celtic

Harp

Orchestra

(ENG-ITA)

02.18

ART
We offer programmes on art to talk about the artistic history of our countries as
well as new visual styles.

Intervista a Mario Glauso ENG-ITA)

08.20

Cinema (ENG-SPA) 06.17
Ermanno Olmi (ENG-ITA) 05.18

HISTORY
Knowing our roots allows us to discover the historical links that bind us to other
countries. Our team is made up of people of different nationalities, which
enriches the historical topics our journalists cover.

Leonardo di Vinci (ENG-ITA)

04.19

Dante Alighieri (ENG-ITA) 06.17
History &

Traditions of Granada (ENG-SPA) 06.17
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PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
We also offer our listeners advice on language learning and other
topics to enrich their lives and develop their skills.

The benefits of Online Learning and Tips for Working Smarter
(ENG-ITA) 06.20
Body Language (ENG-SPA) 03.19
The benefits of speaking more than one language (ENG-ITA)
10.17

EUROPEAN CITIES
We compare European cities so that our listeners can empathise more
with the people and cultures of the cities they are about to discover.

The link between England and the Italian city of Vercelli

(ENG-

ITA) 02.20
Spanish cities (ENG-SPA) 24.18
Alicante vs Málaga 2018

TRADITIONS
To know the traditions of a community is to understand the way in
which they relate among family, friends and the environment. Thanks
to the multiculturalism of our team, we can tell our listeners all about
the traditions of each region from different perspectives.

Easter Traditions (ENG-ITA) 03.18
Christmas Traditions in Italy and Spain (ENG-ITA)

12.17

Venetian Carnival (ENG-ITA) 03.16

Pictures of our team at the broadcast studio
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PARTNERSHIPS
We have been working for the past 8 years with the Department of Italian and the
Department of Spanish at Cambridge University where academics often come and
participate to interviews (this has happened prior to the pandemic).

Over 60 University Students chose us

for a successful professional internships over

the years, knowing the work experience at La Dante is valuable and well regarded
all over the world. We have partnerships with the Universities of Valencia, Madrid,
Zaragoza, Seville in Spain as well as the Universities of Venice, Bologna, Florence,
Rome and Siena in Italy.

RECOGNITIONS
We are recognized by the British Government and by La Dante Alighieri Society,
which is a a Cultural non-for-profit organization with 500 offices around the world.
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